-----Original Message----From: Sam Bogg
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 4:28 PM
To: zSMP
Subject: Shoreline Master Program

To: SMP@co.clallam.wa.us (Shoreline Master Program)
____________________________________________________________________
This message was sent via the Clallam Website Email Form 02-27-2015.
____________________________________________________________________
Name: Sam Bogg
Email: baseltree@gmail.com
Subject: Shoreline Master Program
Comments: This Shoreline plan is bureaucracy and steals my rights. It does nothing for the human
environment but create another plague, a disease that eats at the core of one’s being. My county
complains they have difficulty coming to a solution because it is too logistically challenging; seems to be
the same approach that the bashful federal departments on the peninsula took and applied years ago
when it stole all our state lands. So now this county, paid off by one of those same bashful federal
departments that claims to be looking after OUR water and air creates a bureaucratic nightmare that
does nothing, zero, for the people of the peninsula.
Seems litigation and lacking-logistics drives all these plans:
litigation by those same private groups that now step up and shove a bunch more sewer down our
throats, adding to the disease. It’s the county’s duty now to represent the people and their human
environment; because beyond litigation and lacking logistics come’s something much more powerful:
Get rid of King George. Meaning a change in government when government no longer serves the
constitutional or charter purpose. For that complacent state department of Ecology, this is a charter
county; that’s powerful to tell this money pit of a department to leave a plan alone that represents the
will of the people if the county creates a plan that represents those people. I don’t fear them to tell
them they are not welcome and butt out, the county shouldn’t either.
The plan fails miserably because it fails to address the no net loss for the human beings, and all the
platitudes in the plan now creates a cumulative impact function on these same human beings.
Rewrite this plan to institute the true meaning of a single family residence and water dependent uses as
the priority, for the human environment, and then consider the balance like the animals that
aren’t requiring the county to do what it’s doing. And other direct
interest like the tribes, there’s the people’s rights guaranteed by treaty also but no mention of how
those rights have just as much power as the county created third bureaucracy that steals my rights:
Tribal Treaty Rights. Nothing but heavily one-sided. The county has done a miserable job of talking with
the people of the county; it’s not the private organizations or such interest as the tribes that have failed,

it is the county’s lone fault when it doesn’t show up on the west end and now has created an
unattainable mandate.
The county can share this opinion and freedom of expression to those same feds and state departments
that share the burden of a non-representative government given their bureaucracy on the county they
themselves have created.

